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In today’s session
We identify challenges facing scholarly communities whose main method of communication is not the written article 
but some other form of output

How do we ensure that the rich metadata, functionality and narratives built into institutional and other tailored 
platforms can expose and transmit that information to the wider academy and global registries, enabling discovery, 
access and inquiry, without loss of detail

What we want you to think about:
■ For non-textual outputs do we need to change (create??) technologies and or capture practice and build solutions around use 

cases. Do we understand enough about what we need?
■ Where do the responsibilities and power structures lie between the various stakeholders for addressing complex issues affecting 

core infrastructure?
■ How do we reach community agreements on taxonomies and other key exchange / interoperability mechanisms?

Definitions
Background
Case studies: University of Westminster and the British Library
Metadata and Persistent Identifiers
Practice Research Voices (PRVoices) Project



What do we mean by other in the 
context of practice research?

- artefacts
- compositions 
- designs
- digital or visual media
- exhibitions 
- performance 



Definitions Practice research
“An umbrella term that describes all manners 
of research where practice is the significant 
method of research conveyed in a research 
output. This includes numerous 
discipline-specific formulations of practice 
research, which have distinct and unique 
balances of practice, research narrative and 
complementary methods within their 
projects.”

Research narrative
“In a practice research output, a research 
narrative may be conjoined with, or embodied 
in, practice. A research narrative articulates 
the research enquiry that emerges in 
practice”

Bulley, James and Sahin, Ozden. Practice Research - 
Report 1: What is practice research? P1. London: 
PRAG-UK, 2021. https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 

Practice Research - Report 1: What is 
practice research? And Report 2: How can 
practice research be shared?

These reports were commissioned by the 
Practice Research Advisory Group 
https://praguk.wordpress.com and were 
funded by UKRI (Research England), 
Goldsmiths, University of London, The 
Royal Central School of Speech and 
Drama, University of London, University of 
the Arts London and the Culture Capital 
Exchange (TCCE)

https://praguk.wordpress.com/and


PRAG-UK 
report 2: How 
can practice 
research be 
shared?

Recommendations

■ Structuring practice research
■ Item types for practice 

research
■ Formats and metadata
■ Peer review
■ Storing and preserving PR 

outputs
■ Sharing practice research

Bulley, James and Sahin, Ozden. Practice Research - 
Report 2 : How can practice research be shared? 
London: PRAG-UK, 2021. 
https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 

Investigate the founding of an Open Library of 
Practice Research (OLPR) which would:

■ harvest and host peer-reviewed practice 
research outputs; 

■ provide specific support for the novel 
formulations of practice research that will 
emerge in future. 

■ embody principles of Open Access.



Background
Repository Fringe, Edinburgh, June 2018

PRAG-UK Town Meeting, London, Jan 2019

Capturing practice research: improving visibility and searchability, London, March 2019

Open Repositories, Hamburg, June 2019
- One presentation, one panel session, 2 x 24x7 presentations and one poster all covering practice 

research

ORCID Regional Meeting March 2020

RDMF20: RDM and Data sharing/openness in the arts June 2020

Research Excellence Framework 2021 submission, March 2021

Publication of the PRAG-UK reports, July 2021

Jisc Digital Research Community Event on Practice Research, September 2021

UK Reproducibility Network Event, November 2021

aimos conference, November 2021

FORCE11, December 2021



PRVoices

Started at PIDapalooza in January 
2021 based on the work that 
University of Westminster, 
Haplo/Cayuse and Jisc had been 
doing to capture practice research 
more effectively

https://zenodo.org/record/5517618



Practice made Practical. Reducing the OTHER of non-text

https://zenodo.org/record/5767095#.YfHAsy-l1hE



University of 
Westminster
Worked with Haplo (now a division of Cayuse) to 
build a single open source (FAIR) repository to 
capture all research enabled by the flexible 
technology - this mattered!

Close collaboration with our arts and architecture 
practice research community; informed by 
previous/existing work

Institutional policy landscape recognises this 
research (even if the external policy landscape does 
not)

Challenges
● PID/metadata landscape
● IP/copyright/licensing issues

We discovered the scholarly communications 
landscape was born of scientific communication and 
is quite un-FAIR to this research and not very 
inclusive!



Practice 
based arts 
research
Flexible templates

○ updated Item type
○ New exhibition type
○ Dynamic portfolios (collections)

Vocabulary reflects how researchers see their 
research

Could improve the display of this research

Accessibility and Search Engine Optimisation 
built into repository web pages

Iterative development cycle



University of 
Westminster
Templates

Exhibition and 
enhanced portfolio 
templates

Multiple files with different rights, 
licensing and level of access

Creators and collaborators recognised

Media type a field not an output type



British 
Library
Building a shared repository service to 
support the GLAM sector

Leads DataCite consortium in the UK

Practice-based research and 
evidence-based practice feed into BAU:

● Exhibitions
● Collections-based research
● Assess & interpret new collection 

items
● Preservation & conservation
● Big data 
● Infrastructure



GLAM 
research
Working with Galleries, Museums, 
Botanic Gardens, Archaeology

Shared repository already includes 
practice-based outputs:

- Exhibitions
- Podcasts
- Portfolio activities
- Digital resources



Informing 
practice

● Practice research informs vital professional 
practice across the sector - replication and 
reproducibility are still important

● At the same time, practice professionals 
can create work and outputs that support 
and inform research, as long as we can 
support them in making their insights 
available

TOP: Sewing of hair lock 67* from ‘Conservation of the Granville Archive 
papers’
BOTTOM LEFT: Bara carrying out repairs to a manuscript from 
‘Conservation for Digitisation: A collaboration with the Palestinian 
Museum’
BOTTOM RIGHT: Aqueous treatment of poor condition IGI on paper, in 
the BL’s conservation studio. ‘Iron gall ink on paper: Saving the words 
that eat themselves’

https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/12/conservation-of-the-granville-archive.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/12/conservation-of-the-granville-archive.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/05/conservation-for-digitisation-a-collaboration-with-the-palestinian-museum.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/05/conservation-for-digitisation-a-collaboration-with-the-palestinian-museum.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/06/iron-gall-ink-on-paper-saving-the-words-that-eat-themselves.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/collectioncare/2021/06/iron-gall-ink-on-paper-saving-the-words-that-eat-themselves.html


BL platform 
limitations

● In developing our repository platform, 
we’ve followed existing approaches and 
standards

● There are decisions we’ve made because 
they are familiar within the sector, but 
they could be improved for related 
practice outputs

https://bl.iro.bl.uk/work/a1329e7a-ef75-45e6-970b-a4fda0995863



Jisc

Working on practice and non text as 
part of the wider scholarly landscape

Produced the PIDs cost benefit 
analysis - connections and reuse save 
time and improve research 

https://zenodo.org/record/4772627 

Mission to support the critical 
infrastructure underpinning research



How do we work to change existing 
open standards…rather than creating 
new and/or proprietary ones?
Metadata and Persistent Identifier landscape grounded in text based, STEM 
focused research

Constructive ideas not criticism

What works? 
What is in progress?
Call to Action



ORCID 
worktypes: 
Other

What works? 
There is a process to add new work types 
to ORCID

What is ‘in progress’?
ORCID WorkTypes Event held by UK 
ORCID consortium in 2020 identified need 
for non-text outputs category

Call to Action:
Bring together community to outline use 
case / user story for non-text outputs 
category and new resource type 

•

•



DataCite
ResourceTypes

What works? 
Latest schema version 4.4
New name to reflect diversity of outputs
Well-established process for assigning 
DOIs to versioned datasets

What is ‘in progress’?
DataCite Metadata Working Group 
acknowledgement of the need to further 
address practice research requirements

Call to Action:
Bring together community to outline use 
case / user story for practice research 
requirements

Audiovisual
Collection
Event
Image
InteractiveResource
Model
PhysicalObject
Sound
Other



RAiD:
Research 
Activity 
iDentifier

What works? 
A project identifier - the RAid handle and 
the RAiD metadata envelope

What is ‘in progress’?
Planning a pilot alongside PRVoices 
project

Call to Action:
Identify changes needed to enable RAiDs 
to better reflect practice research



CrossRef: 
Content types

What works? 
Nexus a useful exemplar of linking 
different information and content types in 
an open manner

What is ‘in progress’?
CrossRef a project partner on PRVoices 
project

Call to Action:
Propose a content advisory group for 
practice research

Books and chapters
Conference proceedings
Datasets
Dissertations
Journals and articles
Peer reviews
Posted content (including preprints)
Reports and working papers
Standards



CrediT:
Contributor 
roles taxonomy

What works? 
Idea of role as an important parrt of the 
scholalry record

What is ‘in progress’?
Consultation to broaden the scope from 
STEM beginnings  

Call to Action:
Recognition of collaborator and other 
practice research roles

Conceptualization
Data curation
Formal Analysis
Funding acquisition
Investigation
Methodology
Project administration
Resources
Software
Supervision
Validation
Visualization
Writing - original draft
Writing - review and editing



COAR resource 
types

What works? 
Includes some non-text resource types

What is ‘in progress’?
Evolving EOSC / EU project landscape

Call to Action:
Propose addition of practice research 
resource type

Design
Image
Interactive resource
Other
Sound
Musical Notation



rioxx: other What works? 
Comprehensive mapping of existing 
repository records

What is ‘in progress’?
V3 of the taxonomy is in the consultative 
phase

Call to Action:
Broadening of the vocabulary for works
Consultation to include practice and wider 
A&H community

Book
Book chapter
Conference Paper/Proceeding/Abstract
Consultancy Report
Journal Article / Review
Manual / Guide
Monograph
Other
Policy Briefing Report
Technical Report
Technical Standard
Thesis
Working Paper



Implications for discoverability

CORE
Harvests PDF only
Uses rioxx, OpenAIRE

Google Scholar
Indexes text only
PDFs left than 5MG
One file per article



Practice Research Voices (PRVoices): 
Scoping the Open Library of Practice Research

Our aim is to realise an equitable landscape for all research, whatever the discipline, where we move 
beyond the “other” of non-text outputs, recognising practice research and enabling it to be valued as 
equal to papers, publications and monographs, and ensuring that it is captured and preserved, is made 
discoverable and can be re-used.
 
This project, funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, will address a number of 
recommendations of the Research England funded, PRAG-UK commissioned PRAG-UK reports, 
Practice Research – Report 1: What is practice research and Report 2: How can practice research be 
shared? authored by James Bulley and Ozden Sahin (2021). 
  
The project team, is led by Jenny Evans (PI), Prof Neal White (CoI) and the scholarly comms team at 
Westminster and includes Adam Vials Moore (Co-I) Jisc, Prof Helen Bailey (CoI) (Kings College London) 
and Rachael Kotarski (Co-I) British Library, technology partners Cayuse, and project partners CrossRef 
and the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
 
You can follow the project on our project blog, @prvoices on Twitter and Instagram

https://bl.iro.bl.uk/concern/reports/b51c0f52-9801-49d9-9f00-cca89741091b
https://bl.iro.bl.uk/concern/reports/b51c0f52-9801-49d9-9f00-cca89741091b


Strand 1
Repositories
Using open research practices, and building on existing infrastructure (the open 
source Haplo repository (based on WestminsterResearch – a joint initiative between 
the University of Westminster and technology partner Cayuse which captures all 
research including practice research in the arts), use an instance of this repository 
to review, identify and iterate changes, which will also be tested against the British 
Library’s Repository and the Jisc Research Repository to ensure develop technical 
requirements for practice research repository platforms that meet the FAIR 
principles and that can scale to other systems and preservation infrastructure. This 
will include analysis of associated IP, copyright and licensing challenges.

https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/


Strand 2 
Metadata (and PIDs) landscape
Harnessing existing conversations and mechanisms for feedback and the practical 
application via the above repositories to identify recommendations to move this 
landscape towards better reflecting both text and non-text research.

Metadata workshop planned - date tbc - please join us!



Strand 3 
Create a PR community of practice
To bring together disconnected discussions between different stakeholder groups 
such as – researchers (including PRAG-UK) and archivists, curators, developers, 
librarians, records managers, researchers, repository managers, research data 
managers and research managers – to inform future work.

Come and join our chorus!
 



Thank you!
@prvoices 

Adam Vials Moore, Jisc, @adam__moore
Jenny Evans, University of Westminster, @jennye

Rachael Kotarski, British Library, @RachPK


